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DISCUSSION OP BOILER

The problem Is to devise an improved method of treat-

ing the boiler feed-water used at the power plant at Kansas

State College.

Raw or untreated water contains many imparities which

cause difficulties when it is used in boilers. These dif-

ficulties are: scale formation, corrosion, embrittlement,

foaming and priming.

Scale

The Permutit Company (1) defined scale as being the

general term applied by engineers to mineral deposits left

by waters in boilers, evaporators, condensers, water pipes

and all wetted surfaces to which heat is applied, its

physical composition varies from a hard granite like sub-

stance, to soft crumbly chalk. Its color may be pure white,

gray, brown, red or anything between those and black.

Chemically, scale is for the most part composed of compounds

of calcium and magnesium, with a wide range of impurities

such as mud, iron, manganese, silicon, etc,, in greater or

less degree. Its main cause, however, is the hardness of

the water.

The Dearborn Chemical Company (2) states that the im-

purities which cause scale formation are oalclum sulphate,
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this cause. That scale causes such losses requires no ar-

gument. Many writers , however, in their enthusiasm to pre-

sent the subject forcibly, hare exaggerated these losses.

Scale is frequently held responsible for reduced boiler ef-

ficiency for which many other defects in operation are re-

sponsible*

Corrosion

The Dearborn Chemical Company (5) divides the contribu-

ting causes of corrosion into the following three groups:

1. The presence of dissolved oxygen in the boiler water.

2. The concentration of hydrogen ions or the presence of

acids or acid forming salts. 3. Dissolved salts in the

water causing galvanic action between dissimilar metals or

dissimilar parts of the seme metal, the latter being doe to

strain, temperature variations, or impurities.

Corrosion in boilers takes place in one or all of three

ways, namely, general, pitting and grooving. General cor-

rosion is the least dangerous, but the boiler must be

watohed closely lest it be gradually weakened to an unsafe

degree. Pitting is readily detected as a rule and is fre-

quently very difficult to stop without a thorough search

after the causes. Grooving is often very hard to locate be-

fore leaks take place, since such corrosion takes place



where the metal has been bent or strained and is hidden

from any but the most careful inspection. General corrosion

of 8team boilers may usually be traeed to the water employed

but it is also caused by the action of eertain boiler feed-

water compounds containing tannic acid, sulphate of copper,

etc* Copper sulphate reacts with the iron or steel, an

equivalent of iron passing into solution* Great caution

should be exercised in the use of such materials in boiler

practice. Where there is a corrosive action because of the

presence of acids in the water, or of oil containing fatty

acids which will decompose and cause pitting wherever the

sludge can find a lodging place, it may be overcome by the

neutralization of the water by carbonate of soda* This

should be earried to a point where the water will just turn

red litmus blue* As a prevention of such action, only the

highest grade hydrocarbon oils should be used* Acidity may

apoear where salt water makes its appearance in a boiler,

as may occur in marine practice from leaky condenser tubes

or priming into the evaporators* This acidity is caused by

the hydrolysis of magnesium ehloride giving hydrochloric

acid and magnesium oxide under high pressure* The acid in

contact with the metal forme an iron salt, which as soon as

formed, is neutralised by the free magnesia in the water,

thereby precipitating iron oxide and reforming magnesium

ehloride. Where it is unavoidable that some ealt water



hould make its way into a boiler, the water should be

neutralised by milk of lime, which will convert the mag-

nesium chloride into magnesium hydrate and chloride of cal-

cium, neither of which will cause corrosion, but both of

which will cause scale.

Air sucked into the system by the feed pumps is a well

recognised cause of corrosion. Air bubbles form below the

water line and the oxygen of the air attacks the metal

•

The rust thus formed is washed away by circulation or dis-

lodged by expansion, leaving a minute pit which serves for

a lodging place for other air bubbles, and in this way con-

tinues the action.

Both general corrosion and pitting may be reduced or

even eliminated by using an open feed-water heater thus ex-

pelling the air, or better still, a feed-water heater con-

nee ted to a vacuum pump.

Oalvanic action takes place in certain instances. The

rwmedy for it is usually the installation of sine plates

within the boiler, which must have positive metallic contact

with the metal of the boiler. The sine plates are corroded

instead of the boiler, and the latter is protected at the

expense of the former. The positive oontact necessary is

difficult to maintain, and the efficiency of such plates

is questionable except for short periods after their

installation.
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6. The brittleness of the metal appears generally to

be localized at the areas adjacent of the joints,

7* Black Iron oxide or sulphide Is present at em-

brlttled areas*

8. a partial return of ductility by heating or by

ral of the boilers frosi service for a time.

Ho great number of boiler failures can be attributed

to embrittlament. The failures have occurred, however , at

sufficiently frequent intervals to attract marked attention,

especially in certain sections of the country. During the

past twenty-five years, no less than twenty eases of em-

brittlenient of boiler aetal have occurred in one section of

the country. Many other failures of tills kind have takes

place elsewhere in stationary steam stations, in marine ser-

vice and in locomotive boilers.

Two theories have been advanced to explain the cause

of the trouble. It has been claimed by some Investigators

that the primary eause of embrlttlement la the result of

improper processing of the metal used or to stresses set up

at localized points due to the method of fabrication of the

boiler affected. It is clalsod further that the concen-

tration of the caustic soda in the water employed for

boiler-feed use is not responsible for this phenomenon,

since the concentration of this salts in boilers may not be



carried to a point where the metal could be so affected.

Opposed to this rie* is the theory of caustic erabrittleraent.

The advocates of this theory contend that the cause of em-

brit tlenient, as indicated by circumstantial evidence, is

the absorption of hydrogen released by the decomposition

of caustic soda, which action may take place at high tem-

perature and pressures and in the absence of other salts,

principally sulphates, or at least when these salts are

present only in small amounts. The use of boiler compounds

or the decomposition of excess sodium carbonate in an over-

heated boiler may account for the presence of the caustic

alkali,

Walter Rosehain and D. Hansen (7) investigated

several cases of cracked boiler plates similar to the em*

brittlement type and could find no general chemical or phy-

sioal defects in the metal. The cracks were intererystal-

line in nature. The investigators tried to develop similar

cracks by prolonged stresses but were not successful. They

suggest that this type of crack may be produced by stresses

acting over a period of years. In their discussion they

state that corrosion or chemical action may accelerate in-

tercrystalline cracking, and point out that in the eases

investigated corrosive influences had been at work, and may

have accelerated the formation of the crack. Ho study

made of the water used.



R. S. Williams and V. 0, Homerberg (8) studied intor-

crystalline fracture in steel, and concluded that the im-

purities are located around the grain boundaries and are

attacked by the action of hydrogen and hot caustic solution.

This action is accelerated by stress,

Cecil Desch (9) states that chemical action frequently

advances more rapidly along the surfaces which separate the

crystal grains than through the mass of the metal, and is

nore likely to occur when the portion exposed to the reagent

is in a state of tension than when it is in an unstrained

condition. Strong acids are not selective. Passage of

gases into the metal appears to follow the boundaries and

the same may be said of weak electrolytes.

J. A. Jones (10) in investigating the failure of pans

used in evaporating nitrates found the cracks to be of the

•mbrlttlement nature and was able to reproduce these cracks

by means of combining stress with the chemical action of

various nitrate solutions. In a limited number of eases,

he produced interorystalline cracks by using potassium

hydroxide solution. He concluded that these cracks occur

only when the stress is above a certain value, and is com-

bined with chemical action.

0. B. Stromeyer (11) in summing up the cases of boiler

failures which have come to the attention in England, shows

that a large number of cases of embrittlement attributed to



ether causes than eaustie In water are now readily seen to

be due to eaustie. Re told of testing pieces of steel sub-

ject to tension in eaustie evaporators and reported that

they became brittle in a few months. The concentration of

caustic solution was between 200 and 500 grans per liter.

Foaming and Priming

According to Allen Rogers (12) foaming and priming are

probably the least understood of boiler phenomena. Priming

may be defined as an ebullition so violent that water in the

form of spray is carried from the boiler before its

separation from the steam ean take place. It is controlled

by the relations of heating surface, evaporation surface,

circulation, and working load, all of which are factors of

the violence and rapidity of the ebullition, and by sueh

features as dash plates, water space, all of which affect

the possibility of violently boiled water reaching the

steam exits. Priming, as thus defined, is a matter of

boiler design and operation.

Foaming is the formation of bubbles upon and above the

surface of the water. The less easily these bubbles break

the higher will the foam rise. It may become so excessive

that the bubbles, or films of water inclosing steam, pass

out with the steam, naturally, priming, or a tendency to

prime, Is an important faetor in excessive foaming. Aside
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their role in inducing foaming cannot, therefore, be calcu-

lated fro* aa analysis of boiler foed-vat r. For this rea-

aaa and because all othir dissolved substances are insignif-

icant la amount la a highly concentrated boiler water it ia

generally customary to attribute foaming to sodium aad po-

tassium salts. These substances re highly soluble aad the*

ir relative importance in different voters is easily deter-

mined frem analyses. The expression 2.7 Ra £ I will re-

present these salts gan rally within 5 per seat an always

within 15 per eent* It will correspond very closely to the

"non-inerusting solids*1 usually estimated from hypothetical

combinations and is sufficiently accurate for practical use.

Sinee these compounds are a* bast a rough approximation of

the foamin tendency of a w.ter, nothing would be gained by

the use of a more cumbersome expression from which they

could be more accurately expressed. The followinr forasnle

may, therefore, be adopted:

yoamiag eoefficient f » 62rNa 7Q*Z £.7 Ha «
It is hoped that investi tions may lead to a better

understanding of this phenomenon aad hence to e more re-

ble index to the foaming tendency of waters* The letter

*r* in connection with the symbol of a radical signifies

reacting vlue.



The itMi engineer it Interested raore in the number of

hours his boiler nay be run under ordinary load without

danger of foaming than In the coefficient given above. This

is really a combined Index of priming and foaming and nay

be calculated from the formula: Run In hours: Rh «a/b

(e/f - 1) In which a equals water capacity of boiler, b

equals hourly quantity of feed water used, f equals foaming

coefficient, and e Is a constant which represents In parts

per million the concentration that will cause excessive

foaming in the type of boiler under consideration.

The usual remedy for foaming is blowing off a portion

of the highly impure water and replacing it with fresh feed-

water. If a in the foregoing formula be made to represent

the amount of water blown off at any time, the exnreaslem

will indicate the length of time that may with safety

elapse before blowing off again.

The following approximate values have been determined

far the constant e for various typea of beilere and are

from Christie's "Boiler Waters."

locomotive boiler 2,500 to 3,500
Stirling boiler 4 000 to 5.000
Modern water-tube boiler (Babooek

and ilcox or Heine) 5,000 to 7,000
Horlsontal return tubular boiler 8,000 to 10.000
Old-style two-flue boiler 17,000

theee figures it appears that the locomotive
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boiler Is the type most likely to give trouble on account

of foaming and offers, therefore, a satisfactory basis for

an arbitrary classification of waters according to their

foaming tendency. A non-foaming water may be defined as one

that can be used throughout one week's work without foaming;

a semifoaming as one that cannot be used so long as a week,

but one that will require one complete water change to avoid

foaming in a locomotive boiler not oftener than every two

days; and a foaming water as one that cannot be used so long

as two days In a locomotive boiler without blowing off or

changing water to prevent foaming. Accepting these con-

ditions, the approximate classification of water will result:

Non-foaming: f not greater than 60
Semifoaming: f greater than 60 but not greater than 200

s f greater than 200

The objectives to be obtained in the treatment of water

for boiler use are:

1* The production of a water entirely or nearly free

from scale forming substances.

2. The elimination of gases and salts which cause

corrosion.

3. The securing of a water which has little or no

foaming and priming tendencies.

4. A water conditioned as to P H value so as not to

contribute to so called caustic embrittleroent.



The prowr treatment of water for softening usually accom-

plishes all of those objectives wore or less perfectly.

The softening of public eater sullies is accomplished

by the addition of lime and sodina carbonate, followed by

sedimenta tion , or filtration, or both, to remove the pre-

cipitates, ^ster may also be softened by the use of

zeolites. Alum is sometimes ad led, as experience has shown

it to be beneficial In clarifying the water, although the

use of elm increases the non-earbonate hardness and, there-

fore, requires additional sods ash. The continuous recir-

culation of sludge whioh hss been precipitated to the bottom

to the coagulating baaln or mechanical elarlfler has been

found to increase the efficiency of the floe formation, the

floe is better crystalized, sad the amount of chemicals re-

quired for preolnitation is reduced. An excess of lime is

sometimes sdded to watera high in non-earbonate hardness

and magnesium salts, the ezeeas being neutralized with soda

ash.

The application of chemicals in water softening plsnts

Is now accomplished by: (1) the adiition of saturated line

water, (2) the continuoua feeding of a standard-strength ao-

lution of milk of lime and sods ssh, (3) t*e eontinuous feed-

ing of s stsndsrd solution of lims, (4) the addition of weighed

its of lime st stated intervals of time, (5) the dry
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itally different from filtration. The base-exol

mineral ia contained in a steel tank. The mineral bed la

supported on a gravel bed beneath which is the under-draining

system. The softener is operated in the same may as a pros*

sure filter, the raw water enters the apparatus generally

at the top of the unit and the soft water is discharged from

the bottom. The salt or brine solution for regenerating

the seollte is paased into the softener at the bottom of the

unit and ia distributed through the bed by the underdraining

system. Practically all of the softeners sold at the

present time are operated under pressure.

The softeners are operated for a given period of time,

and at the end of the run one unit is cut out of service

and backwashed with clean water. This ia done to remove any

suspended solids which may have collected on the surface of

the seolite during operation.

After the washing has been completed, a strong sodium

chloride solution is run into the softener. The seolite is

in contact with the salt solution for a time and is then

drained from the unit. The softener is washed with enough

clean water to flush out any excess of salt, and is then

ready for service again.

It is essential that water which is to be softened by

seolite should be practically free from suspended solids.
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999 this mason it is oustoasry to provide filter* for the

clarification of turbid waters prior to softening. Sus-

pended solids eost o*mv the grains of the softening mterial

thereby preventing the wster froa getting Into direct eon*

tset with the surfaes of the seollte. wetor high in iron or

ass is objectionable.
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fns eollege st ths present tine seeures ester for

holler feed purposss froa wells loeated on the esapus. This

water is ouaped to s softening pit snd treeted with line

and sods ash. The period of retention in this pit denends

upon the rets st whish wster Is being used. This rate

varies froa seaaon to eesson. In the winter, stesa is used

to host the buildings neon the canpus. Practically sll of

this stesa Is returned to the boilers ss condensate so there

Is s relatively sasll aaount of asks up wster used In the

boilers* In the laaan no stssa is used for heating,

therefore the exhsust froa the turbines is released to the

staospbere, Thle neeeesitntea the treatment of nore raw

wster to supnly the hsllera. Approxlastely 80.000 gal*

Ions psr day is treated in the suaaer and 30,000 gallons

la the winter.

The softening Is perforaed intermittently la e large

pit. The eaount of lias snd sods ash required le edded in



the dry form. Mixing is secured by agitation wit* com-

pressed air. The water is allowed to remain in the well

until needed and then it is drawn off at a p?oint about

18 Inches above the bottom of the pit. The reaction period

arles from one to three hours. Before going to the boilers

the water passes through an open feed-water heater which

operates with exhaust steam which heats the water to nearly

210 degrees Fahrenheit. Much of this heat is lost as the

water peases through an uninsulated surge tank before enter-

ing the boilers. The water thus delivered to the boilers

Is incompletely eoftened and contains much eolloidal matter

in suspension because of the insufficient time allowed for

the softening reaction to be completed and for the sedimen-

tation of the precipitate. There is no filtration to take

the place of thorough sedimentation.

The use of this water has caused a great deal of

trouble in the operation of the boilers. A great number of

tubes have been burned out making it necessary to replace

them, it has also been necessary to shut down tfce boilers

about once every two months to remove the scale from the

PROPOSAL MO. 1

In this thesis three different possible plans are being

proposed. The first and simplest plan calls for the con-
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ee those precipitated at 80 degreee FahFonhilt at the end

of * 10 minute reaction period* *he weloolty of foiling

pertlclee eon toe calculated fron Stoke •§ formula
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V • Velocity of felling pertlclee

D e Deneity of particle*

d « Deneity of water
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r • Bedlme of pertlclee
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PROPOSAL SO* 8

doonent of the college wells ee e soonto of water

purchase of the already oarttally softened enter fron the

city of enwhotfcn, pneeing thie water 1through e ioolite

softener to still fupgnsi reduce ite hiMPdnees. Thie treeted

elty enter hse s total herdneee of 18* parte per sdlllon

calculated ea ealelua carbonate* By m>ane of s ioolite

eoftener thie enter can be easily redoiled to sere i 4nMPW#el

hardness, zeolite liftmorn hewn eerei •^•> WW



other methods of softening:

1. They are capable of giving practically complete

removal of lime and magnesium salts,

2. They require less supervision than lime-soda ash

softeners.

3. No chemicals are added to soften the water.

4. They may be placed on the main supply line and

will cause only a slight loss of pressure.

5. lo revamping of this softened water is required.

6. lo appreciable amount of scale will deposit in

the boilers.

7. The system will operate efficiently with fluctu-

ating hardness of the untreated water by simply regulating

the rate of flow.

Zeolite softeners cannot operate efficiently on turbid

waters or on waters of a high degree of hardness. For this

reason it would not be advisable to use a seolite softener

on college water as this would require a preliminary partial

softening with lime, thus necessitating the installation

of two softeners of different types. For such a small plant

this would not be an economical plan.

With the present installation it is sometimes necessary

to draw on the city water supply in order to supplement the

supply from the college wells. This happens frequently

during the hot and dry sumner months. This gives of course,



a water fluctuating widely In hardness, a difficult one to

handle by any process. For such a water the seolite

softener is most easily controlled but requires a softener

of large enough size to take care of the —**»!- hardness

found in the water at any time. This plan does not require

the attention of a chemist, as the analysis needed for its

control is very simple. The determination of total hard-

ness by the standard soap solution method is all that is

required. The results of this test, which requires but a

few minutes and no special skill or knowledge of the

chemistry involved, enables one to control the process by

simply adjusting the rate of flow of the water through the

softener. The test is made periodically on a sample of

water which has passed through the softener. If the water

is found to be insufficiently softened, the rate of flow is

decreased proportionately.

DISCUSSIO* OP LOSSES DCJE TO SCALE

As previously stated, one of the losses incident to

using an improperly treated water for boiler feed purposes

is the loss of heat due to the insulating properties of the

scale caused by the use of this water. It is difficult to

estimate the insulating effect of soale of various thick-

nesses due to the difference in the eharaeter of the scale.
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Several attempts have been made but the results are not all

In agreement.

P. L. BcCune, In a bulletin describing Magic Boiler

Preservative, shows the following fuel losses with seale

in boilers:

Thickness of seale in inches Per cent loss of fuel

3/64 9.55

1A6 12.75

1/8 22.95

1/4 41.31

S. T. Powell believes that for a thickness up to one-eighth

of an inch, the loss of heat may vary in individual eases

from insignificant figures to 10 or 12 per cent. This loss

Increases considerably with the thickness of the scale but

the mechanical structure of the scale is of as much inpcr-

tance as the thickness in producing loss. Another estimate

of this loss is as follows: for a thickness of three-

sixteenths of an inch, a loss of 20 to 30 por cent, for

one-fourth inch a loss of 50 per cent and for a thickness

of one-half inch a loss of 150 per cent.

The seale found in the tubes removed from the old

boilers at the college before any attempt was made at

treating the water was between one -half and three-fourths

of an inch thick. It is impossible to state accurately
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of the heat from the fuel box through it. This causes the

tubes to overheat and to burn out.

Fro* August 1929 to April 1932, 180 boiler tubes hare

been replaced in the Kansas State College power plant. The

cost of these tabes is about $8.00 and the cost of in-

stalling then about $3.00 each. During the seas period,

there have been 58 shutdowns for the purpose of removing

scale. These shutdowns cost about $30.00 each. The adop-

tion of either plan no. 1 or no. 2 should reduce the shut-

downs necessary for removal of boiler scale by 50 to 75 per

cent. The use of plan no. 3 should reduce these shutdowns

to sero. Tube replacements due to burning out should be re-

duced in still larger proportions.

BCOKOaiC TWATMEIT OF PROPOSAL 10. 1

Analysis of raw water expressed in parts per millions

Total solids 576.25

Ignition loss 58.40

Sulphates 89.70

Chlorides 18.76

Alkalinity 205.6 (CCj) 420.9 (H00s ) 345 CaCO-

Slliea 22.40

Iron and Aluminum 0.80

Calcium 116.15
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25.00

Carbon dioxide 18.50

Theoretical combinations expressed in parts per million:

Magnesium carbonate 86.68

Calcium carbonate 240.15

Calcium sulphate 67.95

Sodium chloride 50.93

Iron and Aluminum 0.80

Silica 22.40

Total solids as determined from the theoretical combinations

510.63.

Total solids as determined by analysis minus ignition loss

518.85.

This close agreement tends to show the correctness of the

analysis. Softening reagents required as calculated from

the theoretical combinations per thousand gallons of water

softened:

3.04 pounds lime (100* Ca (O!^)) or 3.15 pounds (96.5* Ca

(OHg)).

.44 pounds of soda ash (100£ HagCOj) or .495 pounds (88.8*
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The oost of securing water by proposal no* 1 consist*

of the soot of panning, which it tho sere as at present,

plus tho ooot of softening, which lo tho sen* oo ot

oxeopt for tho ooot of on additional softening pit*

Ooot of securing eater by propoosl Ho. 1

tOoete por
tyoor for i

lOosto per i

tyoor for
:fswings psr
lyoor by use
tof Propoosl

iprooooo It* l two. 1

Ooot of puopisg t $<10.88 ( 610.28 i

Ooot of lis* t 887.43 i 887*43 i

Ooot of sods osh t 180*88 i 129.88 i

Labor for softening t 356,00 368.00

Interest at 6% on ooot of

•

additional ooftoning i i

pit ($1,441.00). 88.48 i

Total ooot t 1,383.59 i i 1,470.07 i

Saving in fool • i 87,488.70

Soring in renewing seals •

and replacing tubes t i i 1,076.24

Total oaring t 1 8,568.94

let oaring i i 8,472.46
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BCOIOXIC TREATMENT OF PROPOSAL HO. 2

: Costs per
: year by
: present
: process

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Costs per
year for
Proposal
Ho. 2

•
•

•
•

t

•
•

Savings per
year by use
of Proposal
Ho. 2

Cost of pumping :

•

1610.28 1

Cost of lias
•

•
• 287.43

Cost of soda ash
•

: 129.88

Labor for softening
t

182.50

Interest at $£ on cost
of continuous soft-
ener ($3200*00)

•

1

s

•
• 192.00

Total oost : #1,383.59 •1,402.09

Saving in fuel
s

t 7,482.70

Saving in removing
scale and replacing
tubes

1

:

:

1 1,076.24

Total saving
I

s 8,558.94

Additional cost
1

: 18.59

let saving
s

1

t

8.540.35
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? M| munmut or proposal ho* 3

!
******

i ppossss

: 9m* 8BV
i ysar for
i rropnaal
: in 1

t Savings par

t of Prooosal
i Ho. S

Cost of purchasing
$1,366.18

Internet at 6% on
cost of SSOllt*
aoftorerf $1088.00) | 68.34

1

tabor
1 188.80 i

.

Wash vatar 54.60 i

Nalntanano* 40.88 [

Total Co»t $1,383.80 1 1,709.44

Saving in fool •8,821.04

Saving in raaovlng
Mala and raplao- i

lag tsjbsa 1,840.84

fetal saving j 11,061.88

Additional eoat J 588.88

Vat aavlng i

I

lAt735o43
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